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Diego Calvanese1, Giuseppe De Giaomo1, Maurizio Lenzerini1, Moshe Y. Vardi21 Dipartimento di Informatia e SistemistiaUniversit�a di Roma \La Sapienza"Via Salaria 113, I-00198 Roma, Italylastname�dis.uniroma1.ithttp://www.dis.uniroma1.it/�lastname 2 Department of Computer SieneRie University, P.O. Box 1892Houston, TX 77251-1892, U.S.A.vardi�s.rie.eduhttp://www.s.rie.edu/�vardiAbstratReasoning on queries is a basi problem bothin knowledge representation and databases.A fundamental form of reasoning on queries isheking ontainment, i.e., verifying whetherone query yields neessarily a subset of the re-sult of another query. Query ontainment isruial in several ontexts, suh as query opti-mization, knowledge base veri�ation, infor-mation integration, database integrity hek-ing, and ooperative answering.In this paper we address the problem of queryontainment in the ontext of semistruturedknowledge bases, where the basi query-ing mehanism, namely regular path queries,asks for all pairs of objets that are onnetedby a path onforming to a regular expres-sion. We onsider onjuntive regular pathqueries with inverse, whih extend regularpath queries with the possibility of using boththe inverse of binary relations, and onjun-tions of atoms, where eah atom spei�es thatone regular path query with inverse holdsbetween two variables. We present a noveltehnique to hek ontainment of queries inthis lass, based on the use of two-way �niteautomata. The tehnique shows the powerof two-way automata in dealing with the in-verse operator and with the variables in thequeries. We also haraterize the omputa-tional omplexity of both the proposed algo-rithm and the problem.1 INTRODUCTIONQuerying is the fundamental mehanism for extratinginformation from a knowledge base. The basi rea-

soning task assoiated to querying is query answer-ing, whih amounts to ompute the information tobe returned as result of a query. However, there areother reasoning servies involving queries that knowl-edge representation systems should support. One ofthe most important is heking ontainment, i.e., ver-ifying whether one query yields neessarily a subset ofthe result of another one. Query ontainment is ru-ial in several ontexts, suh as query optimization,knowledge base veri�ation, information integration,integrity heking, and ooperative answering.Query optimization aims at improving the eÆieny ofquery answering, and largely bene�ts from the possi-bility of performing various kinds of omparisons be-tween query expressions. In partiular, query ontain-ment heks are useful to reognize equivalent sub-expressions, to avoid omputing results already avail-able, to reognize the possibility of using material-ized views, and to use integrity onstraints to speed-up query proessing (Levy & Sagiv, 1995; Chaudhuri,Krishnamurthy, Potarnianos, & Shim, 1995; Widom,1995; Adali, Candan, Papakonstantinou, & Subrahma-nian, 1996; Buneman, Davidson, Hillebrand, & Suiu,1996; Fernandez & Suiu, 1998; Milo & Suiu, 1999).Reently, it has been shown that query ontainmentis relevant for the task of knowledge base veri�ation(Levy & Rousset, 1997). In (Levy & Rousset, 1998b),the problem of verifying whether a knowledge baseprodues the orret set of output for any set of in-put is solved by means of a method that exploits theability of heking query ontainment.One of the major issues in information integration(Fensel, Knoblok, Kushmerik, & Rousset, 1999) isto reformulate a query expressed over a uni�ed do-main representation in terms of the loal soures. Sev-eral reent papers point out that query ontainmentis essential for this purpose (Calvanese, De Giaomo,Lenzerini, Nardi, & Rosati, 1998; Levy, Rajaraman,1



& Ordille, 1996; Knoblok & Levy, 1995; Friedman,Levy, & Millstein, 1999). Also, many information inte-gration appliations are developed on the web, wheredata are expressed using XML-like languages (Bray,Paoli, & Sperberg-MQueen, 1998; Calvanese, De Gi-aomo, & Lenzerini, 1999) and semistrutured mod-els (Buneman, 1997; Floresu, Levy, & Mendelzon,1998a). This new senario poses interesting hallengesto both database and knowledge representation teh-nologies, and query ontainment is one notable exam-ple of suh hallenges (Floresu, Levy, & Suiu, 1998b;Calvanese, De Giaomo, Lenzerini, & Vardi, 2000).Besides the above desribed appliations, query on-tainment is ruial in integrity onstraint heking(Gupta & Ullman, 1992; Fernandez, Floresu, Levy,& Suiu, 1999), ooperative answering (Motro, 1996),and in general in knowledge representation systemsbased on desription logis and oneptual graphs,where it omes in the form of subsumption hek, andis at the heart of all relevant reasoning tasks (Donini,Lenzerini, Nardi, & Shaerf, 1996; Eklund, Nagle, Na-gle, & Gerholz, 1992; Donini, Lenzerini, Nardi, &Shaerf, 1998; Levy & Rousset, 1998a).Needless to say, query ontainment is undeidable ifwe do not limit the expressive power of the query lan-guage. In fat, in knowledge representation suitablequery languages have been designed for retaining de-idability. The same is true in databases, where thenotion of onjuntive query is the basi one in the in-vestigation on reasoning on queries (Chandra & Mer-lin, 1977). A onjuntive query is simply a onjuntionof atoms, where eah atom is built out from relationsymbols and (existentially quanti�ed) variables, andorrespond to a single rule in non-reursive datalog.Most of the results on query ontainment onern on-juntive queries and their extensions. In (Chandra &Merlin, 1977), NP-ompleteness has been establishedfor onjuntive queries, in (Klug, 1988; van der Mey-den, 1992), �p2-ompleteness of ontainment of on-juntive queries with inequalities was proved, and in(Sagiv & Yannakakis, 1980) the ase of queries withthe union and di�erene operators was studied. Forvarious lasses of datalog queries with inequalities, de-idability and undeidability results were presentedin (Chaudhuri & Vardi, 1992) and (van der Meyden,1992), respetively. Other papers onsider the ase ofonjuntive query ontainment in the presene of vari-ous types of onstraints (Aho, Sagiv, & Ullman, 1979;David S. Johnson, 1984; Chan, 1992; Levy & Rousset,1996; Levy & Suiu, 1997), or in knowledge representa-tion systems integrating datalog and desription logis(Levy & Rousset, 1998a).

In this paper we address the problem of query ontain-ment in the ontext of a general form of knowledgebases, alled semistrutured knowledge bases. Ourgoal is to apture the essential features of knowledgebases as found in semanti networks, desription logis,oneptual graphs, and in databases, both traditionaland semistrutured. For this purpose, we oneive aknowledge base as a labeled graph, where nodes rep-resent objets, and a labeled edge between two nodesrepresents the fat that the binary relation denoted bythe label holds for the objets.In our framework, the basi querying mehanism isthe one of regular path queries (Buneman, 1997; Cal-vanese, De Giaomo, Lenzerini, & Vardi, 1999; Abite-boul, Buneman, & Suiu, 1999), whih ask for all pairsof objets that are onneted by a path onformingto a regular expression. Regular path queries are ex-tremely useful for expressing omplex navigations in agraph. In partiular, union and transitive losure areruial when we do not have a omplete knowledge ofthe struture of the knowledge base.In this work, we onsider onjuntive regular pathqueries with inverse, whih extend regular path querieswith the possibility of using both the inverse of binaryrelations, and onjuntions of atoms, where eah atomspei�es that one regular path query with inverse holdsbetween two variables. Notably, several authors arguethat these kinds of extensions are essential for makingregular path queries useful in real settings (see for ex-ample (Buneman, 1997; Buneman et al., 1996; Milo &Suiu, 1999)). Conjuntive regular path queries havebeen studied in (Floresu et al., 1998b), where an EX-PSPACE algorithm for query ontainment in this lassis presented. However, no lower bound is providedfor the problem, and, moreover, the method does notseem easily generalizable to take into aount the in-verse operator. The ase with the inverse operatoris impliitly addressed in (Calvanese, De Giaomo, &Lenzerini, 1998), where an 2EXPTIME algorithm isproposed for query ontainment. However, the frame-work investigated in (Calvanese et al., 1998) inludesa rih set of onstraints, and is not suited for a preiseharaterization of ontainment of onjuntive regularpath queries with inverse.We present a novel tehnique to hek ontainment ofqueries in this lass, based on the use of two-way �niteautomata. Di�erently from standard �nite state au-tomata, two-way automata are equipped with a headthat an move bak and forth on the input string. Atransition of these kinds of automata indiates not onlythe new state, but also whether the head should moveleft, right, or stay in plae. Our tehnique shows the2



power of two-way automata in dealing with the inverseoperator and with the variables in onjuntive queries.In partiular, we desribe an algorithm that heksontainment of two queries by heking nonemptinessof a two-way automaton onstruted from the twoqueries. The algorithm works in exponential spae,and therefore has the same worst-ase omplexity asthe best algorithm known for the ase of onjuntiveregular path queries without inverse (Floresu et al.,1998b).We also prove an EXPSPACE lower bound forthe omputational omplexity of the problem, thusdemonstrating that our method is essentially optimal.Interestingly, the lower bound holds even if we disre-gard the inverse operator, and therefore provides thesolution to the open problem of whether ontainmentof onjuntive regular path queries ould be done inPSPACE (Floresu et al., 1998b). Besides the spei�result, our method provides the basis for using two-wayautomata in reasoning on omplex queries, and an beadapted to more general forms of queries (e.g., unionsof onjuntive queries) and reasoning tasks (e.g., queryrewriting), as well as to other formalisms in Arti�ialIntelligene (e.g., temporal and dynami logis with abakwardmodality, and ation theories with onverse).2 KNOWLEDGE BASES ANDQUERIESWe onsider a semistrutured knowledge base (KB) Kas an edge-labeled graph (D; E), where D is the set ofnodes, and E is the set of edges labeled with elementsof an alphabet �0. A node represents an objet, andan edge between nodes x and y labeled p representsthe fat that the binary relation p holds for the pair(x; y). We denote an edge from x to y labeled by pwith x p! y.The basi querying mehanism on a KB is that of regu-lar path queries (RPQs). An RPQ R is expressed as aregular expression or a �nite automaton, and omputesthe set of pairs of nodes of the KB onneted by a paththat onforms to the regular language L(R) de�ned byR. As we said in the introdution, we onsider queriesthat extend regular path queries with both the inverseoperator, and the possibility of using onjuntions andvariables.Formally, let � = �0 [ fp� j p 2 �0g be the alphabetinluding a new symbol p� for eah p in �0. Intuitively,p� denotes the inverse of the binary relation p. Ifr 2 �, then we use r� to mean the inverse of r, i.e., ifr is p, then r� is p�, and if r is p�, then r� is p.

Regular path queries with inverse (RPQIs) are ex-pressed by means of regular expressions or �nite au-tomata over �. Thus, in ontrast with RPQs, RPQIsmay use also the inverse p� of p, for eah p 2 �0.When evaluated over a KB K, an RPQI E omputesthe set ans(E;K) of pairs of nodes onneted by asemipath that onforms to the regular language L(E)de�ned by E. A semipath in K from x to y is a se-quene of the form (y1; r1; y2; r2; y3; : : : ; yq; rq ; yq+1),where q � 0, y1 = x, yq+1 = y, and for eah yi; ri; yi+1,either yi ri! yi+1 or yi+1 r�i! yi is in K. The semipathonforms to E if r1 � � � rq 2 L(E). The semipath issimple if eah yi, for i 2 f2; : : : ; qg, is a node thatdoes not our elsewhere in the semipath.Finally, we add to RPQIs the possibility of using on-juntions of atoms, where eah atom spei�es that oneregular path query with inverse holds between twovariables. More preisely, if � is an alphabet of vari-ables, then a onjuntive regular path query with in-verse (CRPQI) Q is a formula of the formQ(x1; : : : ; xn) y1E1 y2 ^ � � � ^ y2m�1Em y2mwhere x1; : : : ; xn; y1; : : : ; y2m range over a setfu1; :::; ukg of variables in �, eah xi, alled a distin-guished variable, is one of y1; : : : ; y2m, and E1; : : : ; Emare RPQIs.The answer set ans(Q;K) to a CRPQI Q over aKB K = (D; E) is the set of tuples (d1; : : : ; dn) ofnodes of K suh that there is a total mapping � fromfu1; : : : ; ukg to D with �(xi) = di for every distin-guished variable xi of Q, and (�(y); �(z)) 2 ans(E;K)for every onjunt yEz in Q.Example 1 Let us onsider a KB of parental relation-ships. The CRPQIQ(x1; x2) x1 (father��father [mother��mother)+ x2 ^x1 (father [mother)��father y ^x2 (father [mother)��mother yreturns all pairs of individuals (x1; x2) that are in thetransitive losure of the sibling (inluding stepsibling)relation, and suh that there is some individual y suhthat x1 and x2 have two desendants who are respe-tively the father and the mother of y.Given two CRPQIs Q1 and Q2, we say that Q1 is on-tained in Q2, written Q1 � Q2, if for every KB K,ans(Q1;K) � ans(Q2;K). Obviously, Q1 6� Q2 i�there is a ounterexample KB to Q1 � Q2, i.e., a KBK with a tuple in ans(Q1;K) and not in ans(Q2;K).3



Example 1 (ont.) It is possible to verify that theCRPQIQ0(x1; x2) x1 father��father�mother��motherx2 ^x1 father�mother� x2is ontained in Q.In order to haraterize ontainment between CR-PQIs, we introdue the notion of anonial KB. LetQ be the CRPQIQ(x1; : : : ; xn) y1E1 y2 ^ � � � ^ y2m�1Em y2mK be a KB, and � be a total mapping from the vari-ables fu1; : : : ; ukg of Q to the nodes of K. Then K issaid to be �-anonial for Q if:� K onstitutes of m simple semipaths, one for eahonjunt of Q, whih are node and edge disjoint,i.e., only start and end nodes an be shared be-tween di�erent semipaths.� for i 2 f1; : : : ;mg, the simple semipath asso-iated to the onjunt y2i�1Ei y2i onnets thenode �(y2i�1) to the node �(y2i), and onformsto Ei.It is easy to see that, if K is �-anonial for Q, thenthe tuple (�(x1); : : : ; �(xn)) belongs to ans(Q;K), andtherefore ans(Q;K) is nonempty.In the following, we assume that Qh, for h = f1; 2g,are of the formQh(x1; : : : ; xn) yh;1Eh;1 yh;2 ^ � � � ^yh;2mh�1Eh;mh yh;2mhi.e., Q1 and Q2 have the same distinguished variablesx1; : : : ; xn, and the sets of non-distinguished variablesof respetively Q1 and Q2 are disjoint. This assump-tion an be made without loss of generality, sine wean rename variables and simulate equality between xand y by introduing x"y in the right hand side.Let K = (D; E) be a �-anonial KB for Q1. A totalmapping � from the variables of Q2 to D, is alled a(Q2;K; �)-mapping if� it maps distinguished variables of Q2 into nodesof K orresponding to distinguished variables ofQ1, i.e., for eah xi, we have that �(xi) = �(xi),and� for all j 2 f1; : : : ;m2g, we have that(�(y2;2j�1); �(y2;2j)) 2 ans(E2;j ;K).

Note that the existene of a (Q2;K; �)-mapping im-plies that (�(x1); : : : ; �(xn)) 2 ans(Q2;K).The following theorem provides an important hara-terization of ontainment between CRPQIs.Theorem 2 Let Q1 and Q2 be two CRPQIs. ThenQ1 6� Q2 i� there exists a KB K and a mapping � fromthe variables of Q1 to the nodes of K suh that (i) Kis �-anonial for Q1 and (ii) no (Q2;K; �)-mappingexists.Proof (sketh). For the if-part, it is easy to see thatK is a ounterexample to Q1 � Q2. For the only-if-part, it is possible to show that any ounterexamplean be transformed into a KB of the form stated in thetheorem and that suh KB is still a ounterexample toQ1 � Q2.3 TWO-WAY AUTOMATAA two-way automaton (Hoproft & Ullman, 1979;Vardi, 1989) A = (�; S; I; Æ; F ) onsists of an alpha-bet �, a �nite set of states S, a set I � S of initialstates, a transition funtion Æ : S � � ! 2S�f�1;0;1g,and a set F � S of aepting states. Intuitively, atransition indiates both the new state of the automa-ton, and whether the head reading the input shouldmove left (�1), right (1), or stay in plae (0). If for alls 2 S and a 2 � we have that Æ(s; a) � S � f1g, thenthe automaton is a traditional nondeterministi �nitestate automaton (also alled one-way automaton).A on�guration of A is a pair onsisting of a stateand a position represented as a natural number. Arun is a sequene of on�gurations. The sequene((s0; j0); : : : ; (sm; jm)) is a run of A on a word w =a0; : : : ; an�1 in �� if s0 2 I , j0 = 0, jm � n, and forall i 2 f0; : : : ;m � 1g, we have that 0 � ji < n, andthere is some (t; k) 2 Æ(si; aji) suh that si+1 = t andji+1 = ji + k. This run is aepting if jm = n andsm 2 F . A aepts w if it has an aepting run on w.The set of words aepted by A is denoted L(A).It is well known that two-way automata de�ne regularlanguages (Hoproft & Ullman, 1979), and that, givena two-way automaton with n states, we an onstruta one-way automaton with O(2n logn) states aeptingthe same language (Vardi, 1989).We want to gain some intuition on how two-way au-tomata apture omputations of CRPQIs over KBs.To this end we show how a two-way automaton anbe used for the fundamental task of verifying thenonemptiness of an RPQI over a given KB.4



The basi idea that allows us to exploit automata isthat we an represent speial KBs by means of words.In partiular, we onsider KBs in whih the domainD ontains a �xed set D0 of nodes, and that are on-stituted by simple semipaths whih are node and edgedisjoint and suh that the start and end nodes of eahsemipath are in D0. Eah suh KB K = (D; E) is rep-resented by a wordWK over the alphabet �[D0[f$g,whih has the form$d1w1d2$d3w2d4$ � � � $d2m�1wmd2m$where d1; : : : ; d2m range over D0, wi 2 �+, and the $ats as a separator. Spei�ally, WK onsists of onesubword d2i�1wid2i, for eah simple semipath in Kfrom d2i�1 to d2i onforming to wi. Observe that wean represent the same KB by several words that dif-fer in the diretion onsidered for the semipaths andin the order in whih the subwords orresponding tothe semipaths appear.Now, given an RPQIE, we build a two-way automatonAE over the alphabet �[D0[f$g suh that AE aeptsa wordWK i� E has a nonempty answer on the KB Krepresented by WK. To do so we exploit the ability oftwo-way automata to:� move on the word both forward and bakward,whih orresponds to traversing edges of the KBin both diretions;� \jump" from one position in the word represent-ing a node to any other position (either preedingor sueeding) representing the same node.These two apabilities ensure that the automaton eval-uating the RPQI on the word simulates exatly theevaluation of the query on the KB.To onstrut AE , we assume that E is represented asa �nite (one-way) automaton E = (�; S; I; Æ; F ) overthe alphabet �. Then AE = (�A; SA; fs0g; ÆA; fsfg),where �A = � [ D0 [ f$g, SA = S [ fs0g [ fsb j s 2Sg [ S �D0, and ÆA is de�ned as follows:1. (s0; 1) 2 ÆA(s0; `), for eah ` 2 �A, and also(s; 1) 2 ÆA(s0; `) for eah s 2 I . These transi-tions plae the head of the automaton in somerandomly hosen position of the input string andset the state of the automaton to some randomlyhosen initial state of E.2. (sb;�1) 2 ÆA(s; `), for eah s 2 S and ` 2 �[D0.At any point suh transition makes the automatonready to san one step bakward by plaing it in\bakward mode".

3. (s2; 1) 2 ÆA(s1; r) and (s2; 0) 2 ÆA(sb1; r�), foreah transition s2 2 Æ(s1; r) of E. These transi-tions orrespond to the transitions of E whih areperformed forward or bakward aording to theurrent \sanning mode".4. for eah s 2 S and eah d 2 D0((s; d); 0) 2 ÆA(s; d)((s; d); 0) 2 ÆA(sb; d)((s; d); 1) 2 ÆA((s; d); `); for eah ` 2 �A((s; d);�1) 2 ÆA((s; d); `); for eah ` 2 �A(s; 0) 2 ÆA((s; d); d)(s; 1) 2 ÆA(s; d)Whenever the automaton reahes a symbol rep-resenting a node d (�rst and seond lause), itmay enter into \searh (for d) mode" and move toany other ourrene of d in the word. Then theautomaton exits searh mode (seond last lause)and ontinues its omputation either forward (lastlause) or bakward (see item 2).5. (s; 1) 2 ÆA(s; `), for eah s 2 F and eah ` 2 �A.These transitions move the head of the automatonto the end of the input string, when the automa-ton enters a �nal state.Observe that the separator symbol $ does not allowtransitions exept in \searh mode". Its role is to forethe automaton to move in the orret diretion whenexiting \searh mode".The following theorem haraterizes the relationshipbetween an RPQI and the orresponding two-way au-tomaton.Theorem 3 Let E be an RPQI, K a KB over D, andWK the word representing K. Then AE aepts WK i�ans(E;K) is nonempty.4 CHECKING CONTAINMENTWe haraterize both the upper bound and the lowerbound of the problem of heking ontainment betweenCRPQIs.4.1 UPPER BOUNDLet Qh, for h = f1; 2g, be in the formQh(x1; : : : ; xn) yh;1Eh;1 yh;2 ^ � � � ^yh;2mh�1Eh;mh yh;2mhand let V1;V2 � � be the sets of variables of Q1 andQ2 respetively. To show that Q1 is not ontained in5



Q2, we have to searh for a ounterexample KB. FromTheorem 2, we know that it is suÆient to look for aKB K and a mapping � from the variables of Q1 tothe nodes of K, suh that K is �-anonial for Q1, andsuh that no (Q2;K; �)-mapping exists.To generate andidate ounterexample KBs and asso-iated �-mappings, we �rst onstrut a one-way au-tomaton A1 that aepts the set of words of the form$d1w1d2$d3w2d4$ � � � $d2m1�1wm1d2m1$that represent a KB that is �-anonial forQ1 for some�, where eah di is an element of a �xed set of nodesD0. We takeD0 to be 2V1 and we expliitly enode in aword aepted by A1 the mapping � from the variablesof Q1 to the nodes in D0. This requires to ensure thatthe elements of D0 appearing in a word aepted byA1 onstitute a partition of V1 into equivalene lasses.To onstrut A1, we de�ne:� A one-way automaton AQ11 that aepts all wordsof the form above, where for i 2 f1; : : : ;m1g,y1;2i�1 2 d2i�1, y1;2i 2 d2i, and wi is a word inL(Ei).� A one-way automaton Ap1 that heks that in aword w the distint symbols di 2 D0 appearing inw onstitute a partition of V1.� A one-way automaton Aa1 that heks that in aword w, whenever two symbols d2i�1 and d2i areadjaent, then d2i�1 = d2i.The number of states in AQ11 is polynomial in the sizeof Q1 (although the alphabet is exponential), whilethe number of states in Ap1 and Aa1 is exponential inthe number of variables in Q1. A1 is the produt au-tomaton of AQ11 , Ap1, and Aa1 , and hene is of exponen-tial size in Q1. We all a word W aepted by A1 aQ1-word, and use KW and �W to denote the KB andmapping orresponding to Q1.By virtue of the orrespondene between Q1-wordsand KBs that are �-anonial for Q1, our method forheking whether Q1 6� Q2 is based on searhing for aQ1-word W suh that no (Q2;KW ; �W )-mapping ex-ists. Now, let W be a Q1-word. To hek whetherthere is no (Q2;KW ; �W )-mapping, we de�ne a two-way automaton A3 that heks the existene of suh amapping, and then omplement A3, obtaining an au-tomaton A4.In order to de�ne A3, we represent (Q2;KW ; �W )-mappings as annotations of Q1-words, whih speifywhere the variables of Q2 are being mapped to inW , and hene in KW . More preisely, the Q1-word

$`1 � � � `r$ with eah symbol `i 6= $ annotated with iis represented by the word $(`1; 1) � � � (`r; r)$ overthe alphabet ((� [ D0) � 2V2) [ f$g. The intendedmeaning is that the variables in i are mapped in KWto the node `i, if `i 2 D0, and are mapped to the tar-get node of the edge orresponding to the ourreneof `i, if `i 2 �.Given a word W 0 representing an annotated Q1-wordW , an automaton A2 an hek if the annotation or-responds to a (Q2;KW ; �W )-mapping. To onstrutA2, we de�ne:1. A one-way automaton Ad2 that heks that for ev-ery symbol d 2 D0 ontaining a distinguished vari-able x of Q1, every ourrene of d in W is an-notated in W 0 with a set of variables ontainingx.2. A one-way automaton As2 that heks that for ev-ery variable y 2 V2, either y appears in the anno-tation of at most one symbol in �, or it appearsin the annotation of every ourrene of a symbold 2 D0.3. A one-way automaton A$2 that heks that everyourrene in W of a symbol preeding a $ is an-notated in W 0 with the same set of variables asthe symbol preeding it.4. A two-way automaton AQ22 that heks that for alli 2 f1; : : : ;m2g, the atom y2;2i�1E2;iy2;2i of Q2 issatis�ed in KW , i.e., there are symbols `1, `2 inWannotated inW 0 with 1 and 2 respetively, suhthat y2;2i�1 2 1, y2;2i 2 2, and the pair of nodesorresponding to `1 and `2 is in ans(E2;i;KW ).To build AQ22 we exploit the onstrution in Se-tion 3.The number of states in AQ22 is polynomial in the sizeof Q2, while the number of states in Ad2, As2, and A$2is exponential in the number of variables in Q2. A2is the produt automaton of Ad2, As2, A$2, and of theone-way automaton equivalent to AQ22 1. Hene A2 isof exponential size in Q2.Next we de�ne the one-way automaton A3 that sim-ulates the guess of an annotation of a Q1-word, andemulates the behaviour of A2 on the resulting anno-tated word. The simulation of the guess and the em-ulation of A2 an be obtained simply by onstrutingA2 and then projeting out the annotation from the1Notie that the number of states of the one-way au-tomaton equivalent to AQ22 does not depend on the size ofthe alphabet, whih is exponential in the number of vari-ables of Q1.6



transitions. The idea behind this onstrution is thata path in A3 from an initial state to a �nal state thatleads to the aeptane of a non-annotated word W ,orresponds to a path in A2 that leads to the aep-tane of a word W 0 whih represents W with someannotation, and vie-versa. Observe that A3 has thesame number of states as A2.Let us stress that projeting out the annotations fromthe transitions orresponds to guess them. However, inorder for the guesses to be meaningful the automatonmust be one-way, sine with a two-way automaton weannot ensure that we make the same guess eah timewe pass over the same position in a word.Finally, we de�ne the one-way automaton A4 as theomplement of A3.Theorem 4 Let Q1 and Q2 be two CRPQIs and A1and A4 be as spei�ed above. Then Q1 6� Q2 i� A1\A4is nonempty.Proof (sketh). By Theorem 2, to hek Q1 6� Q2, itis suÆient to �nd a KB K and a mapping � from thevariables of Q1 to the nodes of K, suh that K is �-anonial for Q1, and suh that no (Q2;K; �)-mappingexists. Eah word W aepted by A1 represents a KBKW and a mapping �W suh that KW is �W -anonialfor Q1. A4 aepts a Q1-word W i� there is no anno-tation of W that represents a (Q2;KW ; �W )-mapping.Thus, A1 \ A4 is nonempty i� there exists a Q1-wordW suh that KW is anonial for Q1, and is suh thatno (Q2;KW ; �W )-mapping exists. Hene, A1 \ A4 isnonempty i� Q1 is not ontained in Q2.Theorem 5 Given two CRPQIs Q1 and Q2, hekingwhether Q1 � Q2 an be done in EXPSPACE.Proof. By theorem 4, Q1 � Q2 i� A1 \ A4 is empty.The size of A1 is exponential in the size of Q1, the sizeof A2 is exponential in the size of Q2, the size of A3 ispolynomial in the size of A2, and �nally, the size of A4is exponential in the size of A3. Therefore, the size ofA4 is doubly exponential in the size of Q2. However,to hek whether A1 \ A4 is empty we do not needto onstrut A4 expliitly. Instead, starting from A3,we onstrut A4 \on-the-y"; whenever the emptinessalgorithm wants to move from a state s1 of the inter-setion of A1 and A4 to a state s2, it guesses s2 andheks that it is diretly onneted to s1. One thishas been veri�ed, the algorithm an disard s1. Thus,at eah step the algorithm needs to keep in memory atmost two states and there is no need to generate all ofA4 at any single step of the algorithm.

4.2 LOWER BOUNDNext we show an EXPSPACE lower bound for ontain-ment of onjuntive regular path queries without in-verse (CRPQs). This loses the open problem in (Flo-resu et al., 1998b) on whether ontainment of CRPQsould be done in PSPACE.To prove the result we exploit a redution from tilingproblems (van Emde Boas, 1982, 1997; Berger, 1966).A tile is a unit square of one of several types and thetiling problem we onsider is spei�ed by means of a�nite set � of tile types, two binary relations H and Vover �, representing horizontal and vertial adjaenyrelations, respetively, and two distinguished tile typestS ; tF 2 �. The tiling problem onsists in determiningwhether, for a given number n in unary, a region of theinteger plane of size 2n�k, for some k, an be tiled on-sistently with the adjaeny relations H and K, andwith the left bottom tile of the region of type tS andthe right upper tile of type tF . Using a redution fromaeptane of EXPSPACE Turing mahines analogousto the one in (van Emde Boas, 1997), it an be shownthat this tiling problem is EXPSPACE-omplete.Theorem 6 The problem of heking whether Q1 �Q2, where Q1 and Q2 are two CRPQs, is EXPSPACE-hard.Proof (sketh). Let T = (�; H; V; tS ; tF ) be aninstane of the EXPSPACE-omplete tiling problemabove and n a number in unary. The alphabet is� = � [ f0; 1g. The query Q1 isQ1(x1; x2) x1E x2where the regular expression in the right hand side isE = 0n�tS �((0 + 1)n��)��1n�tF :Thus, a word in L(E) onsists of a sequene of bloks,eah blok onsists of an n-bit address and a tile in�. We intend the sequene of addresses to behaveas an n-bit ounter, starting with 0n and ending with1n. A word in L(E) enodes a tiling if eah pair ofadjaent tiles is onsistent with H and eah pair oftiles that have the same address, where there is no tilein between them with the same address, is onsistentwith V . Thus, a word in L(E) does not enode a tiling,if it ontains an error. An error is a pair of bloks thatexhibit an inorret behavior of the ounter or that hasa pair of tiles that is inonsistent with H or V . Wedetet errors using the query Q2, whih isQ2(x1; x2) x1 E1 y1 ^ ( ^i2f0;:::;ng y1 Fi y2) ^ y2E1 x27



where E1 is the regular expression ((0 + 1)n��)�, andFi, for i 2 f0; : : : ; ng are onstruted as explained be-low. The intuition is that y1 and y2 map to a pair thatrepresents an error.We de�ne a regular expression FC that detets adja-ent bloks with an error in the address bits. FC anbe onstruted by enoding an n-bit ounter (B�orger,Gr�aedel, & Gurevih, 1997).We de�ne a regular expression FH that detets adja-ent bloks in whih the tiles do not respet the hori-zontal adjaeny relation H :FH = X(t1;t2)62H ((0 + 1)n��)��(0 + 1)n�t1�(0 + 1)n�t2�((0 + 1)n��)�In order to onstrut a regular expression that detetsa sequene of 2n+1 bloks, in whih the tiles in the �rstand last blok do not respet the vertial adjaenyrelation V , we de�ne:G0 = X(t1;t2)62V (0 + 1)n�t1�((0 + 1)n��)��(0 + 1)n�t2and, for i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, we de�ne Gi = G0i +G1i , wherefor b 2 f0; 1g (b denotes the omplement of bit b):Gbi = (0 + 1)i�1�b�(0 + 1)n�i���(0 + 1)��b�(0 + 1)����bn���(0 + 1)��b�(0 + 1)����(0 + 1)i�1�b�(0 + 1)n�i��Assuming that the address bits are orret, a word a-epted by all G1; : : : ; Gn is onstituted by a sequeneof bloks in whih the �rst and the last blok are ex-atly 2n bloks apart. This follows from the fat thatthe �rst and the last blok oinide in all the addressbits, and in between there is either exatly one blokwith all address bits equal to 0, or exatly one blokwith all address bits equal to 1. The intersetion ofG0; G1; : : : ; Gn detets errors due to the vertial adja-eny relation V .Hene, by de�ning Fi = Gi + FH + FC , for i 2f0; : : : ; ng, the query Q2 detets all three types of er-rors.If there is no tiling, then every word in L(E) ontainsan error and Q1 is ontained in Q2. If there is a tiling,then there is a word in L(E) without an error, and thisword provides a ounterexample to the ontainment ofQ1 in Q2.

5 CONCLUSIONSWe have presented both upper bound and lower boundresults for ontainment of onjuntive regular pathqueries with inverse. This lass of queries has sev-eral features that are typial of modern query lan-guages for knowledge and data bases. In partiular,it is the largest subset of query languages for XMLdata (Deutsh, Fernandez, Floresu, Levy, Maier, &Suiu, 1999) for whih ontainment has been showndeidable.The upper bound shows that adding inverse to on-juntive regular path queries does not inrease theomplexity of query ontainment. The lower boundholds also for the ase without the inverse operator,and provides the answer to the question of whih isthe inherent omplexity of heking ontainment ofonjuntive regular path queries.One interesting feature of our method is to demon-strate the power of two-way automata in reasoning onomplex queries. The method an also be adapted tomore general forms of queries and reasoning tasks. In-deed, it is easy to extend our algorithm to the ase ofunion of onjuntive regular path queries with inverse.Query ontainment is typially the �rst step in ad-dressing the more involved problems of query rewrit-ing and query answering using views. For the ase ofregular path queries, suh problems have been stud-ied in (Calvanese et al., 1999, 2000). We are urrentlyworking on extending these results to more powerfulquery languages, suh as the one onsidered in thispaper, by exploiting the tehniques based on two-wayautomata.AknowledgmentsThis work was supported in part by the NSF grantCCR-970006, by MURST, by ESPRIT LTR ProjetNo. 22469 DWQ (Foundations of Data WarehouseQuality), and by the Italian Spae Ageny (ASI) un-der projet \Integrazione ed Aesso a Basi di DatiEterogenee".ReferenesAbiteboul, S., Buneman, P., & Suiu, D. (1999). Dataon the Web: From Relations to Semistrutured Dataand XML. Morgan Kaufmann, Los Altos.Adali, S., Candan, K. S., Papakonstantinou, Y., &Subrahmanian, V. S. (1996). Query ahing and op-timization in distributed mediator systems. In Pro.of the ACM SIGMOD Int. Conf. on Management ofData, pp. 137{148.8
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